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ABSTRACT 

The principal component analysis (PCA) is a valuable statistical means, 
implemented in time domain that has found application in many fields such as face 
recognition and image compression, and is a common technique for finding patterns in 
data of high dimension. This paper investigates the ability to implement PCA in 
frequency domain, by using the wavelet transform (WT), and evaluate its effectiveness 
based on face recognition as a means to find patterns in data. The basic idea of 
frequency domain implementation of the PCA   refers to the correlation 
implementation using wavelet transform.   
      The Min-max is invoked to increase wavelet based eigenface robustness to 
variations in facial geometry and illumination. Two face images are contrast in terms 
of their correlation distance. A threshold is used to restrict the impostor face image 
from being identified. Experimental results point up the effectiveness of a new method 
in either using varying (noisy images, unknown images, face expressions, illumine, 
and scales ).  
 
Keywords: PCA, Wavelet Transform, Eigenface, Correlation, Min-max.  
 

  
  وسیلة التحلیل االولیة على اساس التحویل الویفي

 
 

  الخالصة
والتي وجدت العدید من التطبیقات في فروع معرفة ، وسیلة التحلیل االولیة ھي احدى وسائل االحصائیة القیمة     

ذات باالض افة ال ى كونھ ا الوس یلة المس تعملة الیج اد انم اط ف ي البیان ات          ، متعددة مثل تمیز الوجھ وضغط الصور
تم ت دراس ة امكانی ة بن اء وس یلة التحلی ل االولی ة ف ي الوق ت الت رددي باس تعمال            ، في ھ ذا البح ث  . االبعاد المتعددة

التحوی ل م ن تمثی ل مح ددات الوج ھ ف ي       . التحویل الویفي وتقییم فعالیتھا كس مات الوج ھ الطیفی ة لتمیی ز االش خاص     
ت م م ن خ الل اس تخدام االرتب اط المبن ي باس تعمال        ، ت رددي فضاء الحالي الى محددات الوجھ الطیفیة في الفضاء ال

لتزید من كف اءة مح ددة الوج ھ الطیفی ة     ، االكبر-وجعل قیمھا سویة باستخدام طریقة االصغر .تحویل الویفي السریع
.  االرتباط تعتبران مختلفان باالعتماد على المسافة ، اي صورتان للوجھ. اتجاه التنوع في ھندسة االوجھ واالضاءة

نتائج االختبارات عبرت عن مدى فعالیة الطریقة . تم استخدام حد لمنع الصور الدخیلة من ان تمیز داخل المنظومة
، االض اءة ، تع ابیر الوج ھ  ، ص ور الوج ھ الدخیل ة   ، ان واع الضوض اء  (الجدیدة المطبقة في حالة االنواع المختلفة ل ـ  

 ).واالحجام
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INTRODUCTION 

CA is a statistical method under the broad title of factor analysis that acts as a 
linear map from data space to feature space with minimum mean square error. It 
is eminent for its aptitude in feature extraction/selection in pattern recognition, 

noise reduction in signal processing and de-correlation. Based on the covariance matrix 
of (training) samples, eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, which are orthogonal, are 
found and sorted in descending order according to their importance, i.e. the magnitude 
of corresponding eigenvalues [1]. 

Transforming from original space, data can be effectively represented by a subspace 
of fewer dimensions, i.e. PCA, with the essential information retained such that mean-
squared error is optimized and is equal to the sum of variances of truncated elements 
[1].  

Eigenface is a basic method in signal process, being significant in the fields of data 
fusion, automatic control, signal inspection, system recognition, image compression 
and biomedicine. The rapid development of wavelet analysis technology, leads to 
broader space application of eigenface technology. 

Many research on face identifications based on PCA, from these: 
Mao uses PCA and Nearest Neighbor Classification (NN) with 85% recognition rate or 
Minimum Distance Classification (MD) with 77% recognition rate. Sim, uses PCA and 
Convolution Network (CN) with 78% recognition rate, while Lawrence, and find it 
83%. Su uses PCA, FFT, and Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA), and Radial Basis 
Function Network (RBFN) with 97% recognition rate. Zhao uses PCA, and Linear 
Discriminate Anal (LDA), with recognition rate of 92%. Phrasal uses PCA with 
recognition rate of 95%. Huang uses PCA, and Back propagation (BP), with 
recognition rate of 92% [2]. Hanaa M. Salman implements the PCA in frequency 
domain using FFT as a feature vector, with identification rate of 100% [3].  
The objective of this paper is to present the eigenface implementation using wavelet 
Transform, as proposed means for human identification. A threshold is used to restrict 
the impostor face image from being identified. The experimental results point up the 
effectiveness of a new method in either of using different (noisy images, unknown 
images, face expressions, illumines, and scales  ) .  

In the following subsections, background knowledge is presented in section 2. 
Secondly, the proposed eigenface based wavelet transform is in Sections 3. In Section 
4, Experiment results, followed by a conclusions in Section 5.  

 
BACKGROUND 
Discrete Wavelet Transform  

For continual signal )()( 2 RLtf ∈ , the wavelet transforms (namely the 
decomposition formula of signals)   and   wavelet   inversion   (namely   the 
reconstruction of signals) of signal are [4]: 

P 
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While a, is a contraction factor, b, is a translation factor, 
a

1
is the normalized 

coefficient of the wavelet base, Ψ and φ  are dual wavelet base, usually a >  0. When 

applied in practice, a, and b is separated as { }znmnbma ∈,, and discrete wavelet 

transform and wavelet inversion are [4]: 

∫
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Correlation Implementation Using WT  

Let X, and Y be data sets such that, correlations based WT  is defend as: take WT 
of   X, and WT of Y, multiply one resulting transform by the complex conjugate of the 
other, and inverse transform the result product such as [4]: 

 WT(Y))*ΙWΤ(WT(X)Y)Corr(X, = ,                        ….. (5) 
 
Eigenface 

Eigenface or the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical measurement 
method,   which operates in the linear domain and can be used to reduce the 
dimensionality of an image. A face image can be viewed as vectors and represented in 
matrix form. This method can be described as follows [5]: 
Let I denote a 21 nn × gray scale image. Then represent it by means of a 
vector, 21 nnx ×=  which can be seen as a point in Rn . When performing PCA on 
these vectors, the eigenvectors obtained from the sample covariance matrix are called 
Eigenfaces. Here are the steps to computing these Eigenfaces [5]: 

1. Obtain face images I1, I2... I M (training faces). 
2. Represent every image Ii as a vector xi. 
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3. Compute the average face ∑
=

=
M

i
ix

M 1

1
ψ                             .... (6) 

4. Subtract the mean face iii x ψϕ −= ,                              …… (7) 

5. Compute the covariance matrix TT
n

M

n
n AA

M
C == ∑

=

ϕϕ
1

1
   … (8) 

6. Compute the eigenvectors ui of AAT: 
6.1 Consider matrix AAT as an MxM matrix. 
6.2 Compute the eigenvectors  vi of AAT such that 

            iiiiii
T

iii
T uCuAvAvAAvAvA µµµ =⇒=⇒⇒  Where ii Av=µ    ,… (9) 

6.3 Compute the M best eigenvectors of AAT
: 

    ii Av=µ                                                          …… (10) 

7. Keep only K eigenvectors. 
Normalization 

A feature is normalized by scaling its values so that they fall within a small-
specified range, such as 0.0 to 1.0. For distanced-based methods, normalization helps 
prevent features with initially large ranges from outweighing features with initially 
smaller ranges. Min-max normalization performs a linear transformation on the 
original data. Suppose that mina and max are the minimum and the maximum values 
for feature A. Min-max normalization maps a value v of A to  v′ in the range [newmin, 
newmax] by computing: 
 

minminmax new )new  -(new  ) mina) -(maxa / mina)-(v ( v +×=′ ,    …..(11) 
Eigenface Matching 

Let X and Y are two spectral eigenface feature vectors where, xi∈  X, yi ∈  Y, 
i=1,…, n. to calculate the degree of association, a correlation distance is defined as [6]: 
 

,1 rR −=                                           …… (12) 
 
    Where r is the linear correlation coefficient which is given by the formula [6]:   
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    Where
_
x , is the mean of the vector X is, 

_

y  is the mean of the vector Y.  
The correlation distance determines the genuine or forged query sample; it is easy to 
verify the input pattern by a pre-defined threshold value T. If the value R is smaller 
than threshold T, then the owner of query sample is claimed to be individual X. 
Otherwise, the query sample is classified as a forged pattern.  
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Threshold Selection  

In any face identification system, it is essential to pike a suitable threshold (T), for 
good performer's results. To this end, an approach based on intra-class and inter-class 
information collected from the Enrolment database. The intra-class (D) measures the 
distances between images of the same individual, therefore it gives an indication of 
how similar the images of the same individual are. The intra- distance is defined as: 
 

)),,(1( kiik
ki

ik rd ′
′ ΩΩ−=  Where Ii ∈  I, Kk ∈′ , and KK ′≠    …..(14) 

  
The inter-class (P): The distances between the images of an individual are measured 
against the images of other individuals in the Enrolment database; hence it gives an 
indication on how different each image of an individual is when compared to images of 
other individuals in the Enrolment database. The inter-distance is defined as: 

)),,(1( jlik
ki

ik rp ΩΩ−=′  Where Ij ∈  , ji ≠  , and Kkl ∈,   ….(15) 
 
A threshold (T) is then calculated from intra-class and inter-class information as 
described in [7]. The estimation of threshold (T) depends mainly on the number of 
images per individual in Enrolment, therefore as in [7], every individual should have at 
least 4 images for Enrolment database. The algorithm for the maximum intra-class, and 
the minimum inter-class calculation is described as: 
Input: { }II ′= ,...1 , where I ′ = number of individuals, { }KK ′= ,...,1  , where K ′= 
number of images per individual, Fik= normalized Face image feature vector, i ∈  I ,and  
k ∈  K   
Ω  = feature matrices of training images for each image  
Output: Dmax=Maximum intra-class , and Pmin=minimum inter-class 
Process: 
Step1: Do while the 0)(Fik ≠  
Step2: Compute the intra distances, and the inter distances  
Step3: End of while 
Step4: Store the intra-class (D), and the inter-class (P) in ascending order 
Step5: Compute Dmax, and Pmin . 
Step6: End. 
 
Eigen face Identification Process 

An unknown query face image can be represented as a linear combination of the 
best K Eigenfaces of the obtaining eigenvectors for a given dataset. In face 
identification, the eigenfaces are used once again in order to compute a distance from 
the query image in the face space, as presented in Fig (1). The algorithm is summarized 
below: 
Input: an unknown image vector x 
Output: matching result 
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Process: 
Step1. Compute y- x  =ϕ ,                                   ……(16) 

Step2. Compute ∑
=

=
k

1i
i

^ w iuϕ where ϕT
i i

uw = ,   …..(17) 

Step3. Compute ˆ
e - D ϕϕ= ,                           …….(18) 

Step4. If  T De < , then x is a face, and  De is the distance from face space 
 
THE PROPOSED WAVELET BASED EIGENFACE FEATURE 

The proposed idea of applying the WT in the implementation for Eigenface is by 
use WT in the implementation of the correlation, as an alternative of conventional 
ideas of converting the intensity of the image face data into the spectral domain, 
followed by applying the Eigenface. The proposed idea is named as the wavelet based 
eigenface feature. 

The correlations can be computed by using the WT as follows: WT the two data 
sets, multiply one resulting transform by the complex conjugate of the other, and 
inverse transform the product.  

Hence, by evaluating this cross correlation, a speed up ratio can be obtained 
comparable to conventional Eigenface.  Let I denote a 21 nn × gray scale image. We 
then can represent it by means of a vector, 21 nnx ×=  , which can be seen as a point 
in Rn . Here are the steps to computing these Eigenfaces: 

1. Obtain face images I1, I2,..., IM (training faces). 
2. Represent every image Ii as a vector xi. 

3. Compute the average face ∑
=

=
M

i
ix

M 1

1
ψ  

4. Subtract the mean face iii x ψϕ −=  

5. Compute the covariance matrix TT AAWTWTIWTC == ))()(( ϕϕ  
6. Compute the eigenvectors ui of AAT : 

6.1 Consider matrix AAT as a  MM × matrix. 
6.2 Compute the eigenvectors vi of AAT such that: 

iiiiii
T

iii
T uCuAvAvAAvAvA µµµ =⇒=⇒⇒   

Where ii Av=µ  
6.3 Compute the M best eigenvectors of AAT

: ii Av=µ   

7. Keep only K eigenvectors. 
 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm is tested using, a set of faces, full between April 1992 and 
April 1994 at the Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) in Cambridge, UK. The set is 
consisting of 10 different images of 40 distinct individuals. The images were taken at 
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different times, varying illuminance, facial expressions “open/closed eyes, 
smiling/non-smiling “and facial details “glasses/no-glasses, a sample of the used 
images is in Fig (2). All the images are taken against a dark homogeneous background 
and the individuals are in up-right, frontal position “with acceptance for some side 
movement”. The files are in PGM format, with a size of each image is 92x112, 8-bit 
grey levels. The Enrolment Database consists of 160 normalized spectral eigenfaces, 4 
for each individual. A threshold T is calculated for the enrolment database, to prevent 
unknown individual from being identified and found to be equal to 71050.10 × .  

The rest 360 normalized wavelet based eigenface, 6 for each individual, is used in 
the identification phase; the results are depicted in Table (1). The result of any 
identification goes in one of four situations. A correct identification: identify an 
individual already registered in the enrollment database. A correct refusal: refuse an 
individual not registered in the enrolment database. A wrong acceptance: accept an 
imposter not registered in the enrolment database, or to identify imposter as someone 
in the database incorrectly. Wrong refusal: refuse a genuine user registered in the 
enrolment database, or to identify the genuine users as unknown incorrectly. 

The performance of the wavelet based eigenface approach is study under different 
conditions either from the 360 rest images or out of it, as depicted in bellow 
subsections, and is found it is a good method for Human face identification.    
 Identification With Different Head Tilts: The robustness of the wavelet based 
eigenface identification algorithm to head tilt is studied, with different head tilts either 
left-oriented or right-oriented, top-orientation, and down-orientation as shown in Fig 
(3(a-e)).   
 
Identification with Varying Luminance: The robustness of the wavelet based 
eigenface identification algorithm to head tilt is studied, as depicted in Fig (4(a-c)) 
with face images moved by 45 degrees and the other with light moved by 90 degrees.  
 

Identification with Varying Head Scale: The robustness of the wavelet based 
eigenface identification algorithm studied, with a medium head scale and the other 
with a small one, as shown in Fig (5(a-c)).  

 
   Identification With Different Face Expression: The robustness of the wavelet 
based eigenface identification algorithm is studied, with different head face expression 
either smiling, eye move, with glasses, and smiling with glasses as depicted  in Fig 
(6(a-e)).   

 
 Identification with Different Noise Type and Level: The robustness of the wavelet 
based eigenface identification algorithm over noise image, with different noise types as 
shown in Fig (7(a-c)).  Table (2) represents the parameters of the used varying types of 
noise. Table (3) represents the result of the identification. 
 
Identification with Unknown Face Images: The robustness of the wavelet based 
eigenface identification algorithm is studied, with different unknown face images for 
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boys and girls with glass and without, with varying faces expressions, as shown in 
Fig(8(a-d)).  The result of the identification is depicted in Table (4). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigates the ability of implementing the eigenfces in the frequency 
domain by using the WT as a means for Human identification. The ORL face images 
are used to evaluate the performance of new proposed algorithm, which is 
implemented by using Matlab 7 as programming language. The proposed eigenface 
based WT system is investigated and it found that: 

1. The used of min-max approach as a normalization method for the result feature 
vector is to remove the outliner in the enrolment database. 

2. The benefit of using a threshold is to prevent the impostor from being 
identified. 

3. One of the major advantages of wavelet based eigenfaces recognition approach 
is the ease of implementation. Furthermore, no knowledge of geometry or 
specific feature of the face is required, and only a small amount of work is 
needed regarding preprocessing for any type of face images. 

4. The robustness of the wavelet based eigenfaces identification algorithm to 
head tilt is studied, using images depicted in Figure (3(a-e)). 

5. The robustness of the wavelet based 
 eigenfaces identification algorithm to varying luminance is studied using 
images as depicted in Figure(4(a-c)). 

6. The robustness of the wavelet based eigenfaces identification algorithm 
studied with varying head scale as depicted in Figure (5(a-c)). 

7. The robustness of the wavelet based eigenfaces identification algorithm 
studied with different face expression as depicted in Figure (6(a-e)). 

8. A different noise types as in depected in Table (3) are used to investigate the 
application of wavelet based eigenface in different noise levels, and the 
method gives a success of wavelet based eigenface in different noise levels, 
and the method gives a success identification of 100%. Table (4) depicts the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. 

9. The robustness of the wavelet based eigenfaces identification algorithm is 
studied, with different unknown face images for boys and girls with glass and  
without , with varying faces expressions as in Figure(8(a-d)), with 
identification of 100%  as in Table(5).  
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Figure (1) Sample Eigenfaces for a given database [8]. 
 

 
 

Figure (2) A sample of the ORL Face Images 
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a:Original             b: Left                     c:Right 

 
 

           
                                                d:Down          e: Top 

Figure (3) (a-e): Face images in varying head tilts. 
 

 

                               
                                    a: Original                          b: light moved by 45 degrees 

 
c: light  moved by  90 degrees 

Figure (4) (a-c): Face Image in varying luminance. 
 

                    
a: Original                   b: Small scale 

 
 

                  
c: Big scale 

Figure (5) (a-c): A face image in varying scales. 
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a: original         b: with glasses      c: smiling 

                         
d: eye moved up       e: smiling with glasses 

Figure (6) (a-e):Face image in varying expressions 
 
 
 

                                                         
      a: Salt and Paper             b: Gaussian                 c: Poisson 

Figure (7) (a-c): Face image in varying noise types 
 

 

                    
a: sample 1                b: sample 2 

                    
c: sample 3              d: sample 4 

Figure (8) (a-d): Sample of unknown face image 
 

Table (1) The results of identification 

No .of  
test 

images 

No. Of 
Correct  

identifications 

No. Of 
Correct 
Refuse 

identifications 

No. Of  Rung 
Acceptance 

Identifications 

No. of  Range 
Refuse 

identifications 

360 360 0 0 0 
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Table (2) Noise types parameters 
Slot and Paper Gaussian Poisson 
Noise Density = 
0.01 

Mean = 0, 
Variance = 0.01 

 
- 

 
 

Table (3) The result of identification 

No. Of  
test 
images 

No. Of Correct  
identifications 

No. Of Correct Refuse 
identifications 

No. Of  Rung 
Acceptance 
identifications 

No. of  Range 
Refuse 
identifications 

30 30 0 0 0 

 
Table (4): Identification of unknown individuals 

No. Of  
test 
images 

No. of Correct  
identifications 

No. of Correct Refuse 
identifications 

No. Of  Rung 
Acceptance 
identifications 

No. of  Rung  
Refuse 
Identifications 

30 0 30 0 0 

 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
Nearest Neighbor Classification (NN) Minimum Distance Classification (MD) 
Convolution Network (CN)  
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 
Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA),  
Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA),  
Back propagation (BP) 
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